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Association of Korea Journal. 19(1). 137-157. A negative polarity item, according to the

standard view in the literature (Ladusaw 1979, among many others), is an existential

quantifier that should be under the syntactic scope of its licensor for a proper

interpretation. I argue, however, that negative polarity items in Korean vary in

quantificational force, that is, universal vs. existential. An interesting contrast

emerges between amwuto ‘anyone’ NPIs and bare wh-word NPIs with respect to

their distribution and locality in that the latter show a far broader distribution than

the former and are not subject to locality in contrast to the former. I will show that

the contrast in distribution and locality essentially reduces to the different

quantificational force of the two NPIs: Amwuto is universal in quantificational force,

whereas the bare wh-word NPI is existential in nature.
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1. Introduction
The linguistic phenomenon of negative polarity items has been a topic of

great interest since Klima (1964), leading to various proposals both syntactic and

semantic in nature. (See Baker 1970, Ladusaw 1979, Linebarger 1980, Hoeksema

1983, Laka 1990, Progovac 1988, 1994, Zwarts 1995, 1998, among others) The

standard view in the literature is that a negative polarity item (NPI, henceforth)

is an existential quantifier, and should be under the syntactic scope of its
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licensor for a proper interpretation.(Ladusaw 1979, among others) However, as I

claim, negative polarity items in Korean vary in quantificational force, namely,

existential vs. universal with an interesting pattern of contrast in distribution

and locality between amwuto ‘anyone' NPIs and bare wh-word NPIs emerging:

The latter show a far broader distribution than the former. The latter are not

subject to locality in contrast to the former. I suggest that the contrast essentially

reduces to the different quantificational force of the two NPIs with the amwuto

‘anyone’ NPI a universal quantifier and the bare wh-word NPI an existential

quantifier.

2. Negative Polarity Items
It is a standard observation in the literature that NPIs must occur under the

syntactic scope of their licensors that are downward entailing.(See Fauconier

1979, Ladusaw 1979, among others)1) Ladusaw (1979) claims that NPI any in

English should be existential to properly assign meaning to the sentence

containing it. Ladusaw makes his point with the following example in (1)

including any and a negative adverb rarely:

(1) The IRS rarely audits anyone.

a. It is usually not the case that there is someone whom the IRS

audits.(=The IRS almost always audits no one)

b.#Everyone is such that it is usually the case that the IRS doesn't

audit him. (Ladusaw 1979: 102)

Assuming rarely means ‘usually not,’ he further goes on to say that the

1) According to Ladusaw (1979), negation is just one of the triggers, which are downward

entailing. The notion of downward entailment shows property of reversing the direction of

the entailment in their argument positions.

(i) a. Syntacticians came to the party. (P)

b. Linguists came to the party. (Q)

P entails Q: Whenever P is true, Q is also true. This entailment is reversed when P and Q

are negated by the negation.
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universal construal of any over rarely, as given in (1b), cannot give the right

truth condition for the sentence above in (1), whereas the existential construal of

the former under the scope of the latter yields the right truth condition for it.

He thus concludes that English any should be construed as an existential that

should be under the syntactic scope of its licensor. Hence, the following example

in (2) including any will have the informal logical representation for a proper

interpretation below in (3a) out of the two formula in (3) that are truth

conditionally equivalent.

(2) John did not invite anyone.

(3) a. ┑∃x[ man(x) ʌ invited (j, x)]

b. ∀x[man (x) → ┑invited (j, x)]

That any as an NPI should be construed as an existential quantifier is further

supported in constructions involving existential there, almost modification, and

donkey anaphora, among others. Consider existential there construction as

discussed in Carlson (1980) below in (4-5).

(4) a. Bob thinks there is someone from Greece in his basement.

b. *Bob thinks there is everyone from Greece in his basement.

(5) Bob does not think there is anyone from Greece in his basement.

(Carlson 1980: 801)

The semantics of existential there construction admits the existential

quantifier, but not universal quantifier reading. (See Milsark 1974, among others)

If any is universal, then the appearance of any in existential there construction is

quite unexpected. Also, almost and nearly in English cannot modify an existential

quantifier as illustrated below in (6).2) (See Dahl 1970, Horn 1972, Carlson 1980,

Progovac 1994, among others for the observation)

2) Note that almost can modify any when it is construed as a free choice any, which is

universal in quantificational force.

(i) Almost anyone can do it.
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(6) a. John was willing to buy {almost/nearly} everything.

b. *John was willing to buy {almost/nearly} something.

(7) *John did not invite {almost/nearly} anyone.

Hence, the ungrammaticality of the sentence above in (7) clearly indicates

that negative polarity item any is existential. Also it is well-known that universal

quantifier cannot license donkey anaphora, whereas existential quantifier can, as

below in (8). The acceptability of the sentence below in (9) thus shows that the

negative polarity item any is existential.

(8) a. Every student who read a paperi on semantics likes iti

b.*Every student who read every paperi on semantics likes iti (de

Swart 1998: 127)

(9) Students that have anythingi to say should say iti now.

(Giannakidou 2006: 374)

As shown thus far, the facts about the negative polarity item any in

constructions involving scope interaction of any and negative adverbial,

existential there, and donkey anaphora further support the view that negative

polarity item any is indeed an existential quantifier. (cf. Quine 1960)

3. Amwuto NPIs and Bare Wh-word NPIs 
With the negative polarity item any in English as an existential quantifier in

mind, let us turn to amwuto ‘anyone' NPIs and bare wh-word NPIs in Korean.

Amwuto ‘anyone’ consists of amwu ‘any,’ and to ‘even,' with the latter

contributing to the negative polarity reading. When amwu ‘any’ combines with

lato ‘even,’ it conveys a free choice reading. (Choe 1988, Suh 1990, Lee 1999

among others), which is not the present concern.

Turning to wh-word NPIs, as shown below in (10-11), it is quite a

well-known fact that wh-words in Korean are indefinites, given that their
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interpretation depends on the context where they appear, exhibiting

quantificational variability and immunity to locality. (Lewis 1975, Heim 1982,

Nishigauchi 1990, and Choi 2002, among others)

(10) a. Nwu-ka owass-ni?

who-NOM came-QM

‘Who came?’

b. Nwu-ka owass-ta.

who-NOM came-IM

‘Someone came.’

(11) John-un nwu-ka ssun chayk-ul ilkess-ni?

J-TOP who-NOM wrote book-ACC read

‘What is the book such that John read it?'

The wh-word above in (10) can be construed either as a wh-interrogative or

as an existential quantifier someone, depending on the context where they are in.

Also the same expression in (11) is construed as a wh-interrogative long distance

bound by the question morpheme, ni, the binder in the matrix clause, exhibiting

immunity to the syntactic island of a relative clause.

Thus it is not a surprise when a wh-word combines with the morpheme to

'even,' it behaves as an NPI, with its quantificational force determined by the

morpheme to 'even.'

(12) John-un nwukwu-to mannaci an hayssta.

J-TOP who-even meet NOT did

'John did not meet anyone.'

Moreover, as observed by Choi (2002) among others, wh-words without to

'even' can also serve as NPIs as below in (13). This state of affairs is not a

surprise, either, given that, being indefinites, wh-words do not have inherent

quantificational force.3)

3) Cross-linguistically, it is a well-known fact that wh-words in wh-in-situ languages can

behave as negative polarity items as discussed in Kuroda (1965), Kim (1991), Cheng (1991),
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(13) John-un nwukwu-lul mannaci an hayssta.

J-TOP who-ACC meet NOT did

‘John did not meet anyone.’

(13) is construed as ‘there is no one such that John met him’ but not ‘there

is someone such that John did not meet him,’ with the scope of nwukwu ‘who’

below negation. This scope pattern with respect to negation is characteristic of

the NPI any as distinct from the positive polarity item some, which should scope

over negation as below in (14).

(14) John did not meet someone.

(14) is construed as ‘there is someone such that John did not meet him.’ At

this point, note that nwukwu 'who' can also appear in the positive context below

in (15), where the wh-word is construed as an existential quantifier someone.

(15) John-i nwukwu-lul mannassta.

J-NOM who-ACC met

'John met someone.'

This does not necessarily constitute an argument against the proposal that

wh-words can behave as NPIs, since wh-words in Korean are indefinites, with

their interpretation determined in the context where they appear. I will call

wh-words that can serve as NPIs without to 'even' as bare wh-word NPIs and

will use nwukwu ‘who’ as a representative throughout.

4. Distribution of amwuto and Bare wh-word NPIs
As shown below in (16-17), amwuto ‘anyone' NPIs are far more limited in

distribution than bare wh-word NPIs in that they can appear in negation and

before-clause only, a fact already observed by several researchers including Lee

(1993), Lee (1999), Choi (2000), and Choi (2010), among others. By contrast, bare

and Arnaiz (1996) among others.
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wh-word NPIs can not only appear in negation and before-clause, but other

contexts as well including yes-no question, conditional, adversative predicate

construction, emotive factive construction, relative clause headed by a generic

noun, and comparative construction as observed by Choi (2010:201-202).

(16) a. John-i amwuto mannaci an hayssta.

J-NOM anyone meet NOT did

‘John did not meet anyone.’

b. Mary-ka amwuto mannaki ceney John-un ttenassta.

M-NOM anyone meet before J-TOP left

‘Before Mary met anyone, John left.’

c. *John-i amwuto mannass-ni?

J-NOM anyone met-QM

‘Did John meet anyone?’

d. *Amwuto o-myen wuli-lul pangmwunhanta.

anyone come-if us-ACC visit

‘For any x, x an individual, if x comes, x visits us.’

e.*Na-nun John-i amwuto mannassnun-ci uysimsulepta.

I-TOP J-NOM anyone met-COMP doubt

‘I doubt that John met anyone.’

f. *Amwuto wassta-ni tahayngita.

anyone came lucky

‘It is lucky that anyone came.’

g.*Amwuto cheum mannanun salamtul-un oymo-ey

anyone first meet men-TOP appearance-to

sinkyengssunta.

pay attention

‘People who meet anyone for the first time pay attention to

appearance.’

h.*Mary-nun amwuto sayngkakhanun-kes pota

M-TOP anyone think than

hwelssin te ttokttokhata.

far more smart

‘Mary is far smarter than anyone thinks she is.’
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(17) a. John-i nwukwu-lul mannaci an hayssta.

J-NOM who-ACC meet NOT did

‘John did not meet anyone.’

b. Mary-ka nwukwu-lul mannaki ceney John-un ttenassta.

M-NOM who-ACC meet before J-TOP left

‘Before Mary met anyone, John left.’

c. John-i nwukwu-lul mannass-ni?

J-NOM who-ACC met-QM

‘Did John meet anyone?’

d. Nwu-ka o-myen wuli-lul pangmwunhanta.

who-NOM come-if us-ACC visit

‘For any x, x an individual, if x comes, x visits us.’

e. Na-nun John-i nwukwu-lul mannassnun-ci uysimsulepta.

I-TOP J-NOM who-ACC met-COMP doubt

‘I doubt that John met anyone.’

f. Nwu-ka wassta-ni tahayngita.

who-NOM came lucky

‘It is lucky that anyone came.’

g. Nwuku-lul cheum mannanun salamtul-un

who-ACC first meet men-TOP

oymo-ey sinkyengssunta.

appearance-to pay attention

‘People who meet anyone for the first time pay attention to

appearance.’

h. Mary-nun nwu-ka sayngkakhanun-kes pota

M-TOP who-NOM think than

hwelssin te ttokttokhata.

far more smart

‘Mary is far smarter than anyone thinks she is.' 4) 5)

4) It has been observed that ku ‘he’ can have bound variable reading although it does not yield

the reading as easily as English he. See Kang (1988) among others for the related discussion.

5) Note that the wh-word can also have the reading of some in (17). This is well expected since

these contexts allow the negative polarity item any as well as the positive polarity item some

in English as well. (see the related discussion in Progovac 1994: 65)
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5. Quantificational force of amwuto and bare wh-word NPIs
The contrast in the distribution of the two types of NPIs in the previous

section as observed by Choi (2010) is notable and thus merits consideration for

linguistic theorizing. Although he assumes that both types of NPIs are existential

in quantificational force, following the standard assumption in the literature

(Ladusaw 1979), as we will see below, the two types of NPIs differ in their

quantificational force. At this point, recall our discussion in section 2 of the

constructions involving negative adverbial, existential there, almost modification,

and donkey anaphora to determine the quantificational force of the negative

polarity item any in English. Although we cannot straightforwardly apply them

to Korean due to inherent difference in the linguistic property of the two

languages, some of them can still serve as valid tests to determine the

quantificational force of the two types of NPIs in Korean. One has to do with

modification of almost and nearly type adverb as below in (18).6)

(18) a. John-i keuy amwuto chotayhaci an hayssta.

J-NOM almost anyone invite NOT did

*‘John did not invite almost anyone.’

b. *John-i keuy nwukwu-lul chotayhaci an hayssta.

J-NOM almost who-ACC invite NOT did

*‘John did not invite almost anyone.’

Recall that almost type adverb cannot modify an existential quantifier as

illustrated above in (6) repeated below as (19). 7)

6) An anonymous reviewer notes that when nwukwu 'who' in (18b) combines with to 'even,'

the example sounds natural. The reviewer further goes on to say that this may suggest that

the present proposal for nwukwu 'who' as distinct from amwuto 'anyone' may not be

convincing. Note, however, that the status of a wh-word as an indefinite in Korean type

languages has been well observed in the literature. (Nishigauchi 1990, Li 1992, Choi 2002,

among others) Thus it is quite well expected that a wh-word and a wh-word + to 'even'

will have different quantificational force, hence behaving differently with respect to keuy

'almost' modification.

7) An anonymous reviewer notes that the keuy 'almost' modification test may not necessarily

support the proposal for nwukwu 'who' as an existential quantifier. In this regard, note that
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(19) a. John was willing to buy {almost/nearly} everything.

b. *John was willing to buy {almost/nearly} something.

The paradigm above in (18) thus shows that nwukwu ‘who’ as a negative

polarity item is existential whereas amwuto ‘anyone’ is universal such that the

former does not allow modification of keuy ‘almost,’ whereas the latter does. As

a matter of fact, several researchers including Chung and Park (1998), and Kim

(1999) also made the observation that amwuto ‘anyone’ is a universal quantifier

based on similar examples as above in (18a).

More, I claim Donkey anaphora construction provides further evidence for

this. The following examples in (20) show a sharp contrast in grammaticality in

that nwukwu ‘who’ but not amwuto ‘anyone’ licenses donkey anaphora:

(20) a. Nwukwui-lul cacwu mannaci an nun salamtul-un

who-ACC often meet NOT men-TOP

kui-uy ches insang-ul swipkey icepelinta.

his-POSS first impression-ACC easily forget

(Lit)'People who do not meet anyone often forget his first

impression easily.’

b. *Amwutoi cacwu mannaci an nun salamtul-un

anyone often meet NOT men-TOP

kui-uy ches insang-ul swipkey icepelinta.

his-POSS first impression-ACC easily forget

(Lit)‘People who do not meet anyone often forget his first

impression easily.'

Recall that universal quantifiers are well-known for not being able to license

the donkey anaphora, as shown in (8) repeated below as (21), since the scope of

the universal quantifier is clause bound.

Penka (2006) also suggests that the original observation by Dahl (1970), Horn (1972), Carlson

(1980) and others is not accurate, since almost can modify an indefinite as below.

(i) John waited almost an hour.

However, it does not necessarily falsify the validity of the test, since the indefinite an hour

in the above example admits the scalar denotation compatible with almost.
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(21) a. Every student who read a paperi on semantics likes iti

b.*Every student who read every paperi on semantics likes iti (de

Swart 1998: 127)

The contrast in acceptability above in (20) thus strongly suggests that amwuto

‘anyone’ is universal whereas nwukwu ‘who’ is existential. Thus the

constructions involving modification of keuy ‘almost’ and donkey anaphora in

(18) and (20) lead to the conclusion that amwuto ‘anyone’ NPI is universal

whereas the bare wh-word NPI is existential.

Now, it therefore follows that (22a) and (22b) will have the logical form

representation in (23a) and (23b), respectively.8)

(22) a. John-i nwukwu-lul chotayhaci an hayssta.

J-NOM who-ACC invite NOT did

‘John did not invite anyone.’

b. John-i amwuto chotayhaci an hayssta.

J-NOM anyone invite NOT did

‘John did not invite anyone.’

(23) a. ┑∃x[ man(x) ʌ invited (j, x)]

b. ∀x[man (x) → ┑invited (j, x)]

In fact, the examples involving scope interaction of the two types of NPIs

with certain adverbial expressions strongly suggest that amwuto ‘anyone’ scopes

over negation whereas nwukwu ‘who’ below negation. As is well-known,

adverbial expressions kyelkho 'absolutely' and celtaylo 'absolutely' below in (24)

should always scope out of negation.

8) The examples where the order of the two polarity items is reversed are still grammatical.

Note that the occurrence of the polarity item amwuto ‘anyone’ after the adverbial expression

does not necessarily exclude the option of parsing it outside the scope of negation.

(i) {Kyelkho/ Celtaylo} amwuto Mary-lul mannaci an hayssta.

absolutely anyone M-ACC meet NOT did

‘It is absolutely the case that nobody met Mary.’
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(24) John-un {kyelkho/ celtaylo} Mary-lul mannaci an hayssta.

J-TOP absolutely M-ACC meet NOT did

a. ‘It is absolutely the case that John did not meet Mary.’

b. #‘It is not absolutely the case that John met Mary.’

Given the informal logical form notation above in (24), the scope of the

adverbial expressions is over the negation. With the scope fact regarding the

adverbial expressions with respect to negation above in (24) in mind, consider

the examples below in (25), whose contrast in acceptability, I claim, shows that

amwuto ‘anyone’ and nwukwu ‘who’ behave differently in terms of scope: that is,

the former should scope over negation, whereas the latter should scope below

negation.9) 10) 11)

(25) a. Amwuto {kyelkho/celtaylo} Mary-lul mannaci an hayssta.

anyone absolutely M-ACC meet NOT did

‘No one is such that it is absolutely the case that he met Mary.’

b. ?*Nwu-ka{kyelkho/celtaylo}Mary-lul mannaci an hayssta.

who-NOM absolutely M-ACC meet NOT did

‘No one is such that it is absolutely the case that he met Mary.’

9) As shown below, both kyelkho and celtaylo meaning ‘absolutely,’ require negation to be

properly licensed, confirming their status as a negative polarity item. (See Chung and Park

1998)

(i) a. John-un {kyelkho/ celtaylo} Mary-lul mannaci an hayssta.

J-TOP absolutely M-ACC meet NOT did

‘It is absolutely the case that John did not met Mary.’

b.*John-un {kyelkho/ celtaylo} Mary-lul mannassta.

J-TOP absolutely M-ACC met

‘It is absolutely the case that John met Mary.’

10) Although subtle, the grammaticality of the example in (25b) improves considerably if the

wh-word is construed as positive polarity item someone meaning ‘there is someone such

that it is absolutely the case that he did not meet Mary.’

11) Chung and Park (1998) takes scope interaction of amwuto ‘anyone’ with negation as

evidence for the wide scope construal of amwuto ‘anyone’ over negation. However, the

scope fact of negation itself is quite a controversy in Korean literature, casting doubt to

the strength of the argument per se. (See Choi 1999, among others)
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Now, given our discussion so far, when it comes to the distribution of

nwukwu ‘who’ above in (17) repeated below in (26), it is no surprise that the

distribution of overlaps with that of any in English, since both are existential.

(26) a. John-i nwukwu-lul mannaci an hayssta.

J-NOM who-ACC meet NOT did

‘John did not meet anyone.’

b. Mary-ka nwukwu-lul mannaki ceney John-un ttenassta.

M-NOM who-ACC meet before J-TOP left

‘Before Mary met anyone, John left.’

c. John-i nwukwu-lul mannass-ni?

J-NOM who-ACC met-QM

‘Did John meet anyone?’

d. Nwu-ka o-myen wuli-lul pangmwunhanta.

who-NOM come-if us-ACC visit

‘For any x, x an individual, if x comes, x visits us.’

e. Na-nun John-i nwukwu-lul mannassnun-ci uysimsulepta.

I-TOP J-NOM who-ACC met-COMP doubt

‘I doubt that John met anyone.’

f. Nwu-ka wassta-ni tahayngita.

who-NOM came lucky

‘It is lucky that anyone came.’

g. Nwuku-lul cheum mannanun salamtul-un

who-ACC first meet men-TOP

oymo-ey sinkyengssunta.

appearance-to pay attention

‘People who meet anyone for the first time pay attention to

appearance.'

h. Mary-nun nwu-ka sayngkakhanun-kes pota

M-TOP who-NOM think than

hwelssin te ttokttokhata.

far more smart

‘Mary is far smarter than anyone thinks she is.' 12) 13)
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(27) a. John did not meet anyone.

b. Before anyone came, John left his office.

c. Did John meet anyone?

d. Everyone who knows anything on linguistics knows that English

is a SVO language.

e. I doubt anyone came to the party.

f. It is lucky that anyone came.

g. If anyone comes, I will introduce him to my instructor.

h. John runs faster than anyone does.

In the meantime, note that amwuto ‘anyone’ cannot appear in such

environments as yes-no question, conditional, adversative predicate construction,

emotive factive construction, relative clause headed by a generic noun, and

comparative construction above in (16) repeated below as (28). This also follows

since negative polarity items with universal quantificational force typically

cannot appear in these contexts as observed in Giannakidou (2006).

(28) a. John-i amwuto mannaci an hayssta.

J-NOM anyone meet NOT did

‘John did not meet anyone.’

b. Mary-ka amwuto mannaki ceney John-un ttenassta.

M-NOM anyone meet before J-TOP left

‘Before Mary met anyone, John left.’

c. *John-i amwuto mannass-ni?

J-NOM anyone met-QM

‘Did John meet anyone?’

d. *Amwuto o-myen wuli-lul pangmwunhanta.

anyone come-if us-ACC visit

‘For any x, x an individual, if x comes, x visits us.’

12) It has been observed that ku ‘he’ can have bound variable reading although it does not

yield the reading as easily as English he. See Kang (1988) among others for the related

discussion.

13) Note that the wh-word can also have the reading of some in those contexts. This is well

expected since these contexts allow the negative polarity item any as well as the positive

polarity item some in English as well. (See the related discussion in Progovac 1994: 65)
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e.*Na-nun John-i amwuto mannassnun-ci uysimsulepta.

I-TOP J-NOM anyone met-COMP doubt

‘I doubt that John met anyone.’

f. *Amwuto wassta-ni tahayngita.

anyone came lucky

‘It is lucky that anyone came.’

g.*Amwuto cheum mannanun salamtul-un oymo-ey

anyone first meet men-TOP appearance-to

sinkyengssunta.

pay attention

‘People who meet anyone for the first time pay attention to

appearance.'

h.*Mary-nun amwuto sayngkakhanun-kes pota

M-TOP anyone think than

hwelssin te ttokttokhata.

far more smart

‘Mary is far smarter than anyone thinks she is.’

6. Locality vs. Long Distance Dependency
Another interesting contrast emerges with respect to locality between amwuto

‘anyone' NPIs and bare wh-word NPIs. The amwuto ‘anyone' NPI and its

licensor form a strict local relation, that is, it should be clause bound. (Choe

1988, Sohn 1995, among others) By contrast, the bare wh-word NPI does not

have to be clause bound as illustrated below in (29-32), which is from Choi

(2010: 208-209).

(29) a. John-i amwuto mannaci an hayssta.

J-NOM anyone meet NOT did

‘John did not meet anyone.’

b.*John-un Mary-ka amwuto mannassta-ko malhaci

J-TOP M-NOM anyone met-COMP say
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an hayssta.

NOT did

‘John did not say Mary met anyone.’

(30) a. Mary-ka amwuto mannaki ceney John-un ttenassta.

M-NOM anyone meet before J-TOP left

‘Before Mary met anyone, John left.’

b.*Mary-ka amwuto mannassta-ko malhaki ceney

M-NOM anyone met-COMP say before

John-un ttenassta.

J-TOP left

‘Before Mary said she met anyone, John left.’

(31) a. John-un nwukwu-lul mannaci an hayssta.

J-TOP who-ACC meet NOT did

‘John did not meet anyone.’

b. John-un Mary-ka nwukwu-lul mannassta-ko

J-TOP M-NOM who-ACC met-COMP

malhaci an hayssta.

say NOT did

‘John did not say Mary met anyone.’

(32) a. Mary-ka nwukwu-lul mannaki ceney John-un

M-NOM who-ACC meet before J-TOP

ttenassta.

left

‘Before Mary met anyone, John left.’

b. Mary-ka nwukwu-lul mannassta-ko malhaki ceney

M-NOM who-ACC met-COMP say before

John-un ttenassta.

J-TOP left

‘Before Mary said she met anyone, John left.’

Now, the important question is: why is it that bare wh-word NPIs, unlike
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amwuto ‘anyone’ NPIs, do not have to be local with their licensers? I suggest this

important difference in locality can be again attributed to their quantificational

nature, namely, universal vs. existential. Note that it is a well-known

observation in the literature that universal quantifiers, unlike existentials or

indefinites, are clause bound. (See Reinhart 1997, Farkas 1981, 1997, Farkas and

Giannakidou1996, Abusch 1994)

(33) a. A high placed official claimed that John talked to every member of

the committee.

b. Every member of the committee claimed that John talked to a high

placed official. (Farkas 1997: 205)

(33a) does not allow the reading where a high placed official covaries with

each member of the committee, that is, wide scope of every member of the

committee over a high placed official, whereas (33b) allows the reading where

there is a particular high placed official such that every member of the

committee claimed that John talked to him, namely, the wide scope reading of a

high placed official over every member of the committee. (See Abusch 1994,

Ludlow and Neale 1991, Reinhart 1997, and Farkas and Giannakidou 1996,

among others) Now back to (29-32), the contrast in locality simply follows:

amwuto ‘anyone’ NPIs, in contrast to bare wh-word NPIs, should take scope

over their licensor in the matrix clause for proper interpretation, which is

impossible since amwuto ‘anyone' NPIs as universal quantifiers are clause bound.

Before closing the section, note that it is not a mere coincidence that English

NPI any, which is also existential, is not clause bound, either.

(34) a. John did not meet anyone.

b. John does not think Mary met anyone.

(35) a. Before anyone came, John left.

b. Before John thought anyone came, Mary left.
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7. Conclusion
I argued that negative polarity items in Korean vary in quantificational force,

that is, universal vs. existential. I showed that there emerges an interesting

pattern of contrast between amwuto ‘anyone,’ NPIs and bare wh-word NPIs in

that the latter show a far broader distribution than the former and are not

subject to locality in contrast to the former. I tried to show that the contrast

reduces to their different quantificational force: The amwuto ‘anyone’ NPI is

universal, whereas the bare wh-word NPI is existential.
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